Snapchat's annual advertising revenue is forecast to reach $5.2bn in 2024, a 13.7% year-on-year growth amidst strategic repositioning of its platform.

North America is Snapchat's largest region for ad revenue but APAC marketers have the highest intention to increase investment. The app's global DAUs reaches 414 million propelled by younger cohorts.

WARC Media’s Platform Insights: Snapchat

28 March 2024 – Having suffered consecutive quarterly revenue declines in 2022, Snapchat saw advertising revenue steadily bounce back in 2023 - albeit at modest levels compared to Big Tech peers.

According to WARC Media forecasts, the company will see +13.7% year-on-year advertising spend growth this year to reach $5.2bn, with marketers in APAC having a higher intention to invest in the platform. This compares to just a 0.1% increase in 2023. It comes as the platform pivots to a new strategy.

Alex Brownsell, Head of Content, WARC Media, says: “It’s easy for brands to overlook Snapchat in the context of giants such as Meta and TikTok. However, in an era where social media apps are evolving into mass entertainment platforms, and social communication has retreated to group chats, Snapchat is betting that a laser focus on enabling real connection and community will breathe new life into the platform.”

Providing evidence-based insights on the challenges and opportunities Snapchat has to offer, this latest Platform Insights report from WARC Media provides an overview of the key data points that advertisers need to know about the platform spanning investment, consumption and performance.

- **Investment:** Snapchat’s annual advertising revenue to reach $5.2bn this year, up 13.7%

WARC’s annual Marketer’s Toolkit survey found that 21% of advertisers plan to increase investment in Snapchat, while 29% expect to decrease spend. APAC marketers showed the highest intention to increase investment (23%), while Europe has the lowest (20%).

According to WARC Media forecasts, the company will see +13.7% year-on-year ad growth in 2024, compared to just 0.1% increase in 2023.

The platform’s latest earnings call revealed a change in strategy with the company moving away from augmented reality and instead prioritising AI for ad optimisation, content experience and user growth.
However, there is scepticism about its ability to compete for ad dollars at scale, especially in a climate where the number of eyeballs still comes first for major advertisers.

Business and industrial is forecast to be the biggest spending category on Snapchat in 2024 ($756.8m), while political ad spend is expected to increase 85%, owing in part to the upcoming 2024 US presidential elections.
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Note: 2024 Snapchat advertising revenue data are forecasts
Source: Snapchat earnings reports, Bloomberg, WARC Media
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Note: 2024 data are WARC forecasts
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- **Consumption:** Snapchat’s global DAU reaches 414 million. One in five consumers choose Snapchat for brand search

Although dwarfed by the billions using platforms like TikTok and Instagram, Snapchat has seen its base and reach expand, especially regarding unique audiences among younger cohorts.

Snapchat’s latest earnings revealed a 10% year-on-year growth of its global daily active users (DAU), tallying 414 million. We Are Social estimates that Snapchat has an advertising audience of more than 677 million, 6.8% higher than last year’s total.
DAU growth in North America remained flat while the rest of the world users grew 19%. India leads as the country with the largest Snapchat advertising audience, ahead of the US, Pakistan, France, and the UK.

The company’s recent engagement figures reported over five billion Snaps are created on a daily average, and over 250 million users engage with AR every day. It launched its AI powered chatbot in early 2023 and reported over 200 million users in Q3, with soccer being the most popular conversation.

The average monthly time spent on Snapchat is three and a half hours, while average app session duration is one minute and 23 seconds, versus two minutes 44 seconds for Instagram and five minutes and 56 seconds for TikTok.

One fast growing market is Australia, with users spending up to 17 hours on the Snapchat app per month. Australian Snapchatters also reportedly open the app 40 times per day.

Most teens in the US say they use TikTok (63%), Snapchat (60%) and Instagram (59%), according to a 2023 study by Pew Research. Among the 60% of teens who Snapchat, 14% say they almost constantly visit or use the app. Younger cohorts appreciate ‘visual communication’ and deem it more personal and expressive.

As social media becomes a place to discover products and brands, We Are Social reports that just over one in five consumers choose Snapchat for brand search.

- **Performance:** Snapchat has 99% brand safe content on Spotlight, and 100% safe creator content

As digital platforms undergo heavy scrutiny, an advantage of Snapchat lies in its high levels of brand safety. Data from Snapchat shows close to 99% brand safe content on Spotlight, and 100% safe creator content.

Snapchat’s change of platform strategy signals a move to a new kind of digital future: a return to the more literal “social” element that channels originally aspired to. With monthly users at 800 million, Snapchat has a unique audience base that focuses on connection, messaging, having fun, and communicating visually.

There are opportunities in brand funded creator content. Snapchat is actively launching products to help brands partner with its creator community, including its Creator Collab Campaigns.

Following its role in recent large live events - the 2023 FIFA Women’s World Cup, the Grammys and the Super Bowl - and its upcoming 2024 Paris Olympics partnership deal, Snapchat aims to enable advertisers to tap into cultural moments to reach and engage with audiences.

**Social commerce** is growing on the platform thanks to its focus on lower-funnel objectives, AR and AI assisted tools, creator content, and high reception among users due to the ‘close circle effect’. The recent Amazon and Snap deal is a step to benefit both players as they compete with the likes of TikTok.

Platform Insights: Snapchat is part of a series of reports exclusive to WARC Media subscribers, which include an overview of platform investments, media consumption and performance insights. This latest report follows Platform Insights: TikTok and Platform Insights: YouTube, and Platform Insights: Instagram.
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WARC – The global authority on marketing effectiveness
For over 35 years WARC has been powering the marketing segment by providing rigorous and unbiased evidence, expertise and guidance to make marketers more effective. Across four platforms - WARC Strategy, WARC Creative, WARC Media, WARC Digital Commerce - its services include 100,000+ case studies, best practice guides, research papers, special reports, advertising trend data, news & opinion articles, as well as awards, events and advisory services. WARC operates out of London, New York, Singapore and Shanghai, servicing a community of over 75,000 marketers in more than 1,300 companies across 100+ markets and collaborates with 50+ industry partners. WARC is part of Ascential plc.

WARC Media – The most rigorous and accurate benchmarks for media planning and strategy in the world
WARC Media sets a new industry-standard for net advertising investment due to our unique methodology: HAVE. We harmonise, aggregate, verify and evaluate data to provide expert analysis drawn from over 40 years of experience.

WARC’s advertising spend data is net of discounts, include agency commission and exclude production costs. Data is drawn from media owners – either directly or via the industry bodies in each market – aside data from agencies and research parents such as Nielsen, Kantar and IPSOS.